Texas-abortion-providers-sue-viral-lockdown-coronavirus

Texas abortion providers sued the state Wednesday to challenge an executive order that prohibited a list of procedures considered not medically necessary, including abortion, to preserve the state’s health-care capacity in the wake of the Wuhan coronavirus pandemic.

Sealy Massingill, the chief medical officer of Planned Parenthood of Greater Texas, accused Texas Governor Greg Abbott and Texas Attorney General Ken Paxton of “playing politics” over the directive.

“I find it extremely distressing . . . that we are trying to respond to a purely political fight that [Gov. Greg Abbott] started. Patients who need abortions are on a time-sensitive deadline,” Massingill said in a Wednesday press conference.

“We cannot sit idly by while the state is forcing Texans to be pregnant against their will,” Amy Hagstrom Miller, president and CEO of abortion provider Whole Women’s Health, added.
“No one is exempt from the governor’s executive order on medically unnecessary surgeries and procedures, including abortion providers. Those who violate the governor’s order will be met with the full force of the law,” a statement from Paxton’s office reads. The attorney general added that an abortion could be performed if the mother’s life is in danger.

Paxton slammed the lawsuit on Twitter Wednesday, calling it “unconscionable that abortion providers are fighting against the health of Texans and withholding desperately needed supplies and personal protective equipment in favor of a procedure that they refer to as a ‘choice.’”

Ohio is also locked in a battle over abortion amid coronavirus, as attorney general Dave Yost has issued multiple cease and desist orders to abortion clinics across the state that had defied an order from the Department of Health (ODH) to stop.

**More from National Review**

- Ohio AG Cracks Down on Abortion Providers Defying Orders to Preserve Protective Health Gear

- Supreme Court to Hear Louisiana Abortion Case with Potential to Reverse 2016 Precedent

- Supreme Court Hears Opening Arguments in Major Abortion Case
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Republicans block most aid to help states plan for presidential election

Voting reforms that would make it much easier to cast ballots by mail in the fall presidential election were left off a bill that will fund states to prepare for a coronavirus pandemic.

Reuters

Exclusive: As coronavirus spreads, U.S. military to withhold some... The U.S. military has decided it will stop providing some of the more granular data about coronavirus infections within the United States for national security reasons.

The Daily Beast

Fox News Doc: NYC Is ‘Second Wuhan,’ Shut It Down and ‘Loosen... With President Donald Trump looking to restart the American economy by Easter, despite the coronavirus pandemic, the New York City mayor was forced to lay out a stark choice.

AFP

More than 1,000 US coronavirus deaths, near 70,000 cases: tracker The number of deaths caused by the novel coronavirus rose to 1,031 in the United States on Wednesday, with the U.S. death toll surpassing 1,000 for the first time.

Business Insider

A Georgia healthcare worker was found dead in her home, and a... Diedre Wilkes was a mammogram technician at a hospital but was not working with COVID-19 patients, so it's unclear how she contracted the virus.

The Guardian

Dakota access pipeline: court strikes down permits in victory for Standin... The future of the controversial Dakota Access pipeline has been thrown into question after a federal court on Wednesday sided with the Standing Rock Sioux Tribe.

Coronavirus live updates: Unemployment claims smash record; US deaths top 1,000; $2 trillion stimulus near

USA TODAY

Target and Kroger take social distancing to next level in war against coronavirus

Yahoo Finance

If you’re a stock investor, ignore jobless claims this week — it’s time to listen to the message of the market

MarketWatch

Why Costco Really Checks Your Receipts

Costco insiders are spilling the beans...
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The Best New Teapots, According to AD's Market Editor
As Anglomania sweeps New York City with the reopening of the Met's British galleries, we've rounded up the most...

The Telegraph

Kuril Islands earthquake: 7.5 magnitude earthquake...
A 7.5 magnitude earthquake struck in the northern Pacific on Wednesday and forecasters said tsunami waves were...

Bloomberg

Winners and Losers in Congress's $2 Trillion Virus Rescue Plan
Airlines win loans, cash-for-equity bailouts Struggling U.S. airlines would be eligible to receive federal loans and direct cash assistance if they are willing to give an option for an ownership stake to the government. The program allocate...
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Astronauts Leak Chilling Photos Of Earth's Surface
Astronauts release photos of a rare catastrophe that was only visible from space

Germany and the Netherlands seem to fight off the virus better than most — here's why
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Family Raises Pet; 2 Yrs in Realize It's Not a Pet
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Public health expert: Now is the time to ‘double down on social distancing’
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